Endoilluminator phototoxic maculopathy associated with combined ICG-assisted epiretinal membrane and internal limiting membrane peeling
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Abstract: Phototoxic maculopathy caused by endoillumination during macular surgery is uncommon. Previously identified risk factors have included intensity of the light source, proximity to the retinal surface, and length of exposure. In the era of indocyanine green (ICG)-assisted internal limiting membrane (ILM) peeling, the use of ICG, and the technique of ILM peeling may both contribute to subsequent phototoxic maculopathy. We present cases of routine chromovitrectomy who developed phototoxic maculopathy in the precise discrete distribution of the ILM rhexes, and discuss potential mechanisms and implications.
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Introduction

Visualization of near-transparent tissues during vitreoretinal surgery is greatly enhanced with endoillumination. However, the trade-off to maximizing visualization during macular surgery is the potential for macular phototoxicity if the intensity or duration of exposure is past a certain threshold. Phototoxic outer retinopathy from endoillumination has been well documented for decades.

Recent advances in vitreoretinal surgical techniques have new implications for phototoxic maculopathy. First, the advent of smaller gauge instrumentation has led to a reduction in light pipe diameter and a consequent decrease in illumination, which requires the surgeon to compensate by increasing light intensity.1 Second, internal limiting membrane (ILM) peeling has been finding an increasing number of indications. It assures the complete removal of epiretinal membranes and tangential traction, but may produce iatrogenic retinal damage.2,3 Third, ILM peeling is commonly assisted with indocyanine green (ICG) staining in the United States. Although the clinical experience with ICG has been mostly benign, it has been implicated in many animal and in vitro models to confer a risk for phototoxicity due to its photosensitizing properties.4

We present two cases of ICG-assisted ILM peeling that resulted in geographic pigmentary maculopathies precisely underlying the areas where the ILM rhexes were performed. We hypothesize that surgical factors associated with ILM peeling and intravitreall ICG may have contributed to these well-circumscribed lesions.

Case 1

A 73-year-old man with a history of neovascular age-related macular degeneration in the eye developed an epiretinal membrane (ERM) with tractional macular thickening (Figure 1A and B). Visual acuity was 20/50 with metamorphopsia. The patient underwent a standard three-port 25-gauge pars plana vitrectomy with ERM/ILM peeling.
Figure 1 Case 1.
Notes: Infrared imaging demonstrates retinal striations from an ERM (A). SD-OCT shows an ERM with puckering of the inner retina. There is thickening of the retina and a sliver of subretinal fluid (B). Four weeks after vitrectomy with ERM and indocyanine green-assisted ILM peeling, postoperative pigmentary changes in the configuration of the ILM rexis are shown on color fundus photography (C), and noted as window defects on early (D) and late (E) fluorescein angiography frames. Infrared imaging shows the geographic shape of the retinopathy, with the direction of the ILM peeling indicated (red arrow) (F). SD-OCT demonstrates disruption of the ellipsoid zone with mottling of the retinal pigment epithelium in the areas of pigmentary change (inset) (G). During the 6-month (H, I) and 9-month (J, K) postoperative visits, the affected areas display increasing outer retinal atrophy (insets).

Abbreviations: ERM, epiretinal membrane; ILM, internal limiting membrane; SD-OCT, spectral-domain optical coherence tomography.
Approximately 0.1 mL of ICG 0.2% is applied under fluid before being immediately removed. ICG is reapplied once after ERM peeling to stain residual ILM. The ILM rhexis is initiated with a vertical incision employing microvitreoretinal blade in the papillomacular bundle, whereupon the ILM is grasped with Eckardt forceps and carried forward in a counterclockwise fashion. The ILM is swiftly removed off the fovea at the end of the peel. The light pipe is maintained approximately 10 mm away from the retinal surface in the midvitreous, and total operative time on the macula is approximately 10–15 minutes.

On the 1-month postoperative visit, a discrete fan-shaped perifoveal pigmentary alteration was apparent, conforming to the sweep of the ILM rhexis (Figure 1C). Fluorescein angiography showed corresponding window defects (Figure 1D and E), and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) demonstrated outer retinal changes with disruption of the ellipsoid zone, with underlying retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) mottling (Figure 1F and G). Over the next 8 months, the RPE/outer retinal architecture atrophied (Figure 1H–K). Final visual acuity improved to 20/40 with resolution of metamorphopsia, but with a residual inferior scotoma.

Case 2
A 67-year-old man with a history of diabetic macular edema developed a concomitant ERM (Figure 2A and B). Visual acuity was 20/60 with no metamorphopsia. He underwent a standard three-port 25-gauge pars plana vitrectomy with sequential ICG-assisted ERM and ILM peeling, in the same fashion as described above. This patient also received 2 mg of triamcinolone at the end of the case. At the 1-month postoperative visit, we noted a similar fan-shaped pigmentary alteration that was evident on infrared imaging (Figure 2C). In the areas of outer retinal disturbances, SD-OCT showed focal discontinuities of the external limiting membrane, outer nuclear layer, and ellipsoid zone, as well as underlying RPE mottling (Figure 2D), which had improved on the 4-month postoperative visit (Figure 2E and F). Fundus photography and autofluorescence (AF) were obtained on the final visit, which showed scattered foci of hyper- and hypo-AF (Figure 2G and H). Final visual acuity improved to 20/30, with no scotoma.

Discussion
The phototoxic effects of endoillumination have been recognized since the initial years of vitrectomy. Light toxicity occurs through two mechanisms: photothermal damage, caused by increases in kinetic energy and subsequent temperature rise, leading to loss of molecular structures, and photochemical damage, resulting from free radical damage to photoreceptor and RPE cell membranes. The risk of phototoxicity increases with longer exposure time, higher light intensity, and shorter wavelength. Early studies showed that exposure times as short as 10 minutes may result in retinal alternations. The relative risk of phototoxicity from operating microscopes is small, because the tissues anterior to the retina can shield the macula from damage-inducing short-wavelengths by absorbing and reflecting photons. However, a vitrectomized eye with the light source in immediate proximity to the retina does not have interfering tissues. Macular surgeries are therefore the most likely to cause phototoxic maculopathies. The maculopathy is most clinically evident several days after the surgery. An initial whitening of the outer retina progresses to RPE hypopigmentation and window defects on angiography. Studies prior to SD-OCT indicated that the fundus appearance can be deceiving and may not necessarily correlate with visual acuity. However, SD-OCT is able to assess the extent and location of outer retinal disruption as we demonstrate in this report, which likely correlates with visual outcomes. Long-term follow-up of patients have shown that the course of phototoxic maculopathies vary: some improve, while some worsen. SD-OCT for Case 1 showed progressive outer retinal atrophy, resulting in a corresponding scotoma. On the other hand, Case 2 demonstrated an improvement in outer retinal architecture, and this patient did not experience field defects. AF for Case 2 also showed scattered foci of hyper- and hypo-AF. Drawing parallels to our experience with geographic atrophy in age-related macular degeneration, the hypo-AF represents nonviable RPE, while hyper-AF likely represents a hypermetabolic state that may precede atrophic changes. AF was not obtained for Case 1, but it would have likely shown more hypo-AF lesions that correspond to areas of atrophy and the visual field defect.

Awareness of light toxicity has changed the ophthalmic surgeon’s practice patterns, and we now make frequent adjustments to minimize the light burden during surgeries. Endoillumination phototoxicity has recently regained attention in light of chromovitrectomy’s popularization. In the United States, ICG is a commonly used vital dye. Studies, mostly in animal and in vitro models, have shown that ICG may have retinotoxic effects with prolonged exposure and high concentrations. Clinical experiences have been mixed though, with some studies that demonstrate potential toxicity, while others do not. Overall, efficient use of the proper concentration appears to have no deleterious effects.

The present cases are unique from previously reported phototoxic maculopathies, because the discrete lesions followed the precise outline of the ILM rhexes. ILM peeling is finding an...
Figure 2 Case 2.

Notes: Infrared imaging demonstrates retinal striations from an ERM (A). SD-OCT shows an ERM with thickening of the retina and mild intraretinal cystic spaces (B). Seven weeks after vitrectomy with ERM and indocyanine green-assisted ILM peeling, infrared imaging shows a geographically shaped maculopathy, with the direction of the ILM rhexis indicated (red arrow) (C). SD-OCT demonstrates focal disruption of the outer retina with mottling of the retinal pigment epithelium (inset) (D). At the 4-month postoperative visit, the outer retinal changes have improved with regeneration of the external limiting membrane (F, arrow heads) and ellipsoid zone (E, F). Fundus color photography shows the corresponding pigmentary changes, and microvascular abnormalities consistent with pre-existing history of diabetic retinopathy (G). Fundus AF shows scattered foci of hyper- and hypo-AF (H).

Abbreviations: AF, autofluorescence; ERM, epiretinal membrane; ILM, internal limiting membrane; SD-OCT, spectral-domain optical coherence tomography.
increasing number of indications, but the potential drawbacks are not well studied. ILM peeling may represent a risk factor for phototoxicity. The maculopathy in our cases were broadest in the papillomacular bundle where more time was spent to create the initial edge of ILM. Additionally, the intensity of light is greatest at the center of the conical projection of the light source. Thus, as time of light exposure decreases (outside the papillomacular bundle), only areas with the greatest light intensity would continue to demonstrate phototoxicity, which would produce the smaller tail. Mechanical retinal damage from ILM forceps grasps is well known, but such a large contiguous area would be unlikely to have been caused by focal forceps trauma. Furthermore, grasp sites are reported to cause inner retinal alteration,\(^2\) as opposed to phototoxicity, which predominantly causes outer retinal damage.\(^18\) Direct ICG toxicity was also unlikely because of the sharp demarcation of the maculopathy; ICG is applied diffusely to stain a large portion of the macula. However, ICG may have theoretically potentiated the light-induced maculopathy through its photosensitizing properties to some degree,\(^19\) due to the minimal overlap of the xenon endoillumination emission spectrum and ICG absorbance.\(^20\) Although the clinical significance is uncertain, several cell culture studies have shown that light and ICG toxicities may be synergistic.\(^21,22\)

These cases demonstrate that the currently popularized surgical technique of ILM peeling may pose a risk for phototoxic maculopathy, especially during ICG chromivitrectomy. Therefore, when manipulating ILM, particularly with sequential ERM/ILM peeling, we recommend efficient surgery with attention to the distance between the macula and the endoilluminator. The ILM rhexis should be fashioned to set up the ILM to peel over the fovea for removal in the most efficient fashion possible.
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